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Abstract
In practice of surface reconstruction it often happens that a used
algorithm is not capable to reconstruct a CAD-model completely.
In this work a method to repair defects of a CAD-model is
offered. For surface reconstruction inside damaged regions this
method uses force lines of a specially constructed tensor field.
This method can be considered as a post-processing step for any
surface reconstruction algorithm.
Keywords: surface reconstruction, repairing triangulations.

Figure 1

1. FORMALIZATION OF THE PROBLEM
Definition 1. Let’s consider an unsuccessful result of work of
some surface reconstruction algorithm. Let we have a particularly
reconstructed surface, and all regions of this surface (let’s denote
the aggregate of them Α ) are topologically equivalent to the
corresponding regions of the original surface. Let’s assume there
are no invalid edges and triangles in the considered result. It
means that each point of the input cloud of points is included in
Α or doesn't have any triangles and edges (let’s call such point a
free point). Let’s call such result an incomplete normalized CADmodel (ICADM). Let’s denote the aggregate of regions
supplementing

Α

up to a topologically correct CAD-model

Α.

In the given work a method for obtaining a CAD-model of a given
object from an ICADM is described. This method is designed
with the assumption, that information contained in the given
ICADM is sufficient for obtaining a result with practical value. In
general, an unsuccessful result of work of a surface reconstruction
algorithm isn’t an ICADM. Reduction of such result to ICADM
usually requires application of a corresponding method of
filtering. One of these methods is described in [4]. In general, Α
may consist of one coherent surface region or several ones
isolated from each other (let’s call such isolated regions islands).
As a rule, there are holes on Α . Thus Α has a set of closed
boundaries. This set consists at least of one element. An element
of this set can be the boundary of a hole or the boundary of an
island.
Definition 2. Let there be a hole. Let’s call this hole a simple hole
if a proper surface inside it can be reconstructed by an existing
fast and simple surface reconstruction method (let’s call such
method a “darning” method), and a complex hole otherwise.
Naturally, that the same hole can be simple concerning a given
“darning” method and can be complex concerning another one.
For example the hole in figure 1 is most likely simple concerning
a spline-based method and is complex concerning a projectionbased method. For the further statement only the fact, that
reconstruction of a proper surface inside a simple hole is not a
problem, is important.

When considering the problem of obtaining a correct CAD-model
from a given ICADM it is necessary to take into account, that
reconstruction of Α can be made only on the basis of analysis of
behavior of Α and distribution of free points. These points
typically have the following properties:
•

density and uniformity of distribution are sufficiently
smaller than the corresponding indices of points of Α ;

•

inaccuracy of determination of the coordinates is greater
than this index of points of Α .

Thus, usually we don't have necessary information to provide a

Α . And usually we can’t
precision like Α . In general,
Α has a likelihood character.

complicated behavior of reconstructed
reconstruct

Α

with the same

adequacy of reconstruction of
Taking into account these considerations let’s work out the

problem with the assumption that behavior of Α isn’t too
complicated. In general, probability of adequate reconstruction of

Α

is higher in regions where

Α

has a simple behavior.

Definition 3. Each ICADM can be related to one of the following
classes:
ICM1: Α is represented by one coherent region, that has only
simple holes;
ICM2: Α is represented by one coherent region too, but there are
both simple and complex holes inside;
ICM3: Α is represented by the aggregate of several islands,
which have possible holes of both types.
In accordance with definition 2 obtaining a correct CAD-model
from a given ICADM of class ICM1 is not a problem. Thus, our
problem is to find a method of correct processing ICADMs of
classes ICM2 and ICM3.
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2. DEVELOPMENT
MOTIVATION

OF

A

NEW

•

SOLUTION

Among existing surface reconstruction methods warping methods
based on physical modeling [1, 2, 3] have necessary features to
solve the above-formulated problem. This technique means, that
there is an initial membrane (mesh) that is topologically
equivalent to the original surface of a given object (in most cases
it is the topology of a closed sphere). Elements of the membrane
interact both with each other and with sampled points by rules
defined by a given physical model. As a result of this interaction
the membrane takes deformation to approximate the original
surface of the object. A system of material points connected by
springs is usually used as the interaction model. Material points
corresponding to sampled points are considered fixed. Such
model can be expressed as a system of linear differential
equations of degree 2. This system is solved iteratively. In
general, application of the warping-based methods to solve the
considered problem has the following advantages and
disadvantages.
Advantages:
•
If a modeled membrane at the beginning of the process
is topologically equivalent to the original object surface,
then topologically correctness of reconstructed
provided.

Α

cost depending only on the number of points included in

Α (they are points on boundaries of
points);

Α

and free

•

a capability to determine the correct topology of Α
with cost smaller than the cost of the modeling
membrane and with robustness greater than the
robustness of existing fast surface reconstruction
algorithms;

•

a capability to provide behavior of Α in accordance
with the surface of minimal potential energy of a
membrane that is correctly connected to boundaries of
Α.

3. BASIC CONCEPTS
3.1 Concept of bridges
Let’s note that to reduce of an ICADM of class ICM3 to an
ICADM of class ICM2 and then to an ICADM of class ICM1 it is
enough to make reconstruction of
local regions (figure 2).

Α

only in properly chosen

is

•

Α is represented by a region (regions) of the surface
of minimal potential energy of the modeled membrane.
It is the most probable approximation of the original
surface, and in many cases the condition of smoothness
is satisfied as well.

•

ICADMs of all the three classes can be processed by the
same method.

Disadvantages:

•

Topological correctness of Α is provided by the
fact that during the modeling the membrane is
considered entirely. Of course, at the final step
only regions of the membrane corresponding to

Α can be modeled, but cost of elimination form
the modeling regions of the membrane
corresponding to Α masks optimization effect.
Therefore, cost of obtaining a CAD-model from a
given ICADM is not essentially smaller than cost
of obtaining the same result from the
corresponding cloud of points.
•

In general, the process of modeling is costly enough. To
reduce this cost many existing methods use the warping
technique only at the final step to obtain a total shape of
the membrane. An initial shape of the membrane
approximating the original object surface is obtained by
using a different algorithm that is not so costly. But for
ICADMs of classes ICM2 and ICM3 (especially) such
algorithm often can’t make an initial shape of the
membrane with the correct topology.

Thus, for solution of our problem it would be good to find a
method with the following properties:

Figure 2
Definition 4. The simplest case of such local region is a curve
connecting two selected boundary points of Α with definition of
the external normal vector along the curve (figure 3). Let’s call
such curve a bridge and the boundary points ( A and B in the
figure) connected by this bridge its supporting points Because of
the fact that at each point of a bridge the corresponding normal
vector is defined we can interpret a bridge as an infinite narrow
surface strip. In the further statement the term “the surface of a
bridge” is used in the sense of this interpretation.
.

Figure 3
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Definition 5. Let’s define quality of a given bridge as estimated
in some way probability of the bridge to be topologically correct.

3.2 Concept of an indicator field
To implement step ICM3→ICM2 for a given set of islands we
need to determine a proper set of bridges and these bridges should
have the quality as high as possible. The most natural way to
solve this problem is consecutive consideration of each of the
given islands (let’s call a currently considered island the base
island) and determination for it a set of the best quality bridges
with other islands. The total set of bridges is determined on the
base of union of such sets.
Let’s assume that the boundaries of islands are sources of a
special field (let’s call it indicator field, H ). For a given base
island possible bridges connecting it with other islands are
defined by force lines of this field (figure 4). These force lines
come out of points on the boundary of the base island and go to
the boundaries of other islands.

4. FORMALIZATION OF THE INDICATOR FIELD
4.1 Formalization of the quality of a simple bridge
4.1.1 Base conditions
Definition 6. Since each island is a part of a reconstructed surface
of an object, we can determine the external and the internal sides
of the given island. Let’s call an island with determined sides an
oriented island. For the island let’s define the positive direction of
movement along its boundary the counter-clockwise direction, if
we look to the external side.

Figure 5
Definition 7. Let’s consider an island, a point O on its
boundary, and the tangent line to the boundary at this point
(figure 5). Let’s call the unit vector
Figure 4
Let’s assume that this field contains sufficient information to
determine both: the trajectory of a force line as well as the
external normal vector along this trajectory.
Let’s assume that the average scalar value of the field tension
along a given force line is the value of the quality of the bridge
represented by this force line.
Let’s note, that in accordance with the last assumption the quality
of a bridge with a high enough probability is proportional to the
scalar value of the tension at its origin point. Taking it into
consideration, to determine the required bridges we can track the
force lines outgoing from points on the boundary of the base
island with the highest scalar values of the tension until we obtain
a sufficient number of bridges with proper quality. A natural way
to track a force line is application of an iterative method, when at
each iteration step on the base of a current point of the force line
we obtain the next point of this line by analyzing the field tension
at the current point.
Realization of step ICM2→ICM1 can be based on the same
principles in general. At this step decomposition of a given
complex hole is made by recursive binary subdivision of the hole
until each resulting hole is a simple hole. The subdivision is made
by construction of a bridge inside the hole contour.

τ

on the tangent line with

the origin at O directed in accordance with the positive direction
of the boundary the tangent vector to the boundary at the given
point.
Let’s consider two points (let’s denote them A and B ) on the
boundaries of given islands (let’s denote them X and
Y respectively). Let’s consider the segment between A and B .
Firstly let’s define the two following vectors:

s
s
where

B

τ

A

and

τ

BA

AB

=
=

AB
| AB |
BA
| BA |

×τ

A

×τ

B

(1a)

(1b)

B

are the tangent vectors at the points

A

and

respectively.

Condition 1. It is obvious, that to provide smooth junction with
the given islands any bridge with the trajectory represented by the
given segment should have in the points A and B the external
normal vectors with the same direction as the vectors

s

s

BA

and

AB

respectively have.

Condition 2. Let’s define a necessary condition for the
considered segment to be the topologically correct trajectory of a
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bridge with the supporting points
formula:
BA

qT = s s

AB

A

and

>0

B

by the following

Condition 3.2. The trajectory of the bridge should lie in region
that has as high concentration of free points as possible.

(2)

This expression can be interpreted in the following way. If we go
from a point on the external side of X to the segment, at point
A we are on the segment and the external normal vector has the
same direction as

Y

s

BA

has. If we go along the segment to island

keeping this external normal direction, we end up on: the

Y if qT > 0 (and “easiness” of the transition is
proportional to qT ); the internal side of Y if qT < 0 ; the
boundary of Y if qT = 0 . It is obvious, that only the first case
external side of

corresponds to a topologically correct connection between the
islands.

4.1.2 The basic task
Let we have a given topology of islands, one of them is chosen as
the base island. Let’s consider (figure 6): O is a point on the
O

boundary of an island, that isn’t the base island;

n

external normal vector to the island surface at point

O; τ

the tangent vector at this point;
between the given islands,

n

X

X

Condition 3.1. The trajectory of the bridge should be as short as
possible.

is the
O

is

is a point in the space

is a unit vector at this point.

Condition 3.3. The trajectory of the bridge should lie in the plane
defined by

X

and

n

X

as entirely as possible.

Condition 3.4. The trajectory of the bridge should interpolate
behavior of the surface of the island containing point O in some
neighborhood of this point as entirely as possible.
The conditions 3.1 and 3.2 are a consequence of the fact that the
probability of correctness of the bridge increases if its trajectory
lies near to sampled points. At the same time condition 3.1 is
dominating because free points have lesser density and lesser
trustworthiness of the coordinates. Also, for a bridge in general
case, condition 3.1 expresses the fact that cost of construction of
the bridge is proportional to its length. Condition 3.3 expresses
the assumption (made in section 1) that behavior of Α isn’t too
complicated. Condition 3.4 expresses the fact that usually only
Α has a proper degree of trustworthiness.
Let’s formalize the indices of fulfillment of these conditions by
the considered bridge.

4.1.4 The index of fulfillment of condition 3.1
Let’s consider that this index (let’s denote it
function:

q1 = q1 ( L)

q1 ) is defined by the

(3)

which has the following properties:

q1 ( L) ≥ 0

dq1
≤0
dL
Figure 6

q1 (0) = 1
X

In the beginning let’s assume that X and n define a round
platform with an arbitrary small radius ε . This platform is
X

perpendicular to n
and has point X as the center. Let’s
consider this platform as an elementary island. Since ε is
arbitrary small ( lim
ε →0

X' = X

) let’s assume that any bridge

connecting this elementary island with another island has as the
supporting point on the elementary island point X .
Let’s consider segment

XO

and define on its base the bridge

XO by assumption that this bridge has the distribution of the
external normal vector providing the simplest behavior of the
bridge surface (with condition that condition 1 is fulfilled). Let’s
formalize the quality (let’s denote it Q ) of this bridge.
4.1.3 Formulation of other conditions
Firstly, let’s note, that in accordance with condition 2 Q ~ qT .
Let’s also take into account the following conditions that have
influence on the quality:

lim q1 ( L) = 0

L →∞

4.1.5 The index of fulfillment of condition 3.2
To define this index let’s assume that free points can compress the
surrounding space (like sources of the gravitational field in the
theory of relativity). As a result the length of a bridge passing in a
neighborhood of free points shrinks. Let’s assume as the value of
the index the length of the bridge with taking into account such
compression. To determine such length let’s assume, that each
free point is a source of an spherically symmetric scalar field
G = G (R) , where R is the distance between the free point
and a given space point. Let’s assume that function
the following properties:

G ( R) ≥ 0
dG
≤0
dR
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G (R)

has

kt
1 − kt
k t ∈ (0,1)

G (0) =

q 4 taking into account the logic of influence of each of these
indices on the quality.

,

the united index q12 ) by using
function defined by formula 3:

lim G ( R) = 0

R →∞

where

kt

where the value of the field tension is

dl
GA

q2 )

Thus, the index (let’s denote it
formula:
L

0

q2

(lets denote

as parameter

L

in the

(8)

the indices

has the

fulfillment of the corresponding conditions by the bridge;

can be expressed by this

∑ G (| P − Y (l ) |)

where Ω is the region around the considered bridge defined by
the condition stating that only free points from this region have
valuable influence on the length of the bridge; m is the total

if any of the indices

L

is

4.1.6 The index of fulfillment of condition 3.3

q3 ) in the following

We can formulate this index (let’s denote it
way:
X

X

q3 =| sin( n , XO) |=| n × d |

(5)

are non-

q12 , q3

is equal to 0 then the quality is

equal to 0 as well.

Q ~ qT q12 q3 . In this case if

the bridge is probably correct (and the probability

Q ),

otherwise it is unconditionally

Then, let’s take into account, that condition 3.4 often is not
fulfilled even if the bridge is absolutely correct. Nevertheless,
fulfillment of this condition by the bridge increases its probability
to be correct. Thus, let’s express Q by the following formula:

is the i-th free point of these free

points; Y = Y (l ) is the parametric equation of the bridge;
the length of the bridge.

q12 , q3 , q 4

negative;

increases with increasing
wrong.

i

Ω ; Pi

the possible values of the indices

Q>0
(4)

m(Ω)
i =1

number of free points in

are proportional to degree of

Thus, it is possible to write that

dl
1+

q12 , q3 , q 4

located

dl
. Therefore, in the case R = 0 ,
effective length dl ' =
1+ G A
'
'
if k t → 0 then dl → dl , and if k t → 1 then dl → 0 .

q2 = ∫

and

Then, let’s take into consideration that:

Let’s assume that an elementary segment with length

A

q2

q12 = q1 (q 2 )

is the “factor of trustworthiness” for the coordinates of

the given free point.

at a point

q1

Firstly, it is naturally to unite the indices

Q = qT q12 q3 (1 + k i q 4 )
where

ki

(9)

is the factor of interpolation that allows controlling

influence of condition 3.4 on the value of

Q.

On the base of formula 9 by substitution of the formulas 2, 5, 7, 8
finally we obtain the following expression of Q :

Q = (n X − d (n X d )) s

XO

(10)

q12 (1 + k i q 4 )

4.2 Definition of the indicator field
As an elementary source of the indicator field let’s define the
aggregate of the following components: a point ( O ) on the
boundary of an island, that isn’t the base island; the external

where

d=

XO

(6)

| XO |

O

normal vector ( n ) to the island surface at the point; the tangent

4.1.7 The index of fulfillment of condition 3.4
Let’s define this index (let’s denote it
formula:

q4 =

1+ s

XO

n

O

q4 )

by the following

(7)

4.1.8 Derivation of the total quality index
construct an expression based on the indices

O

( h ) that is the

As an object, that the field affects let’s define the aggregate of a
point (

X

) and a unit vector ( n

X

) at the point.

Let’s assume that such source creates a field that makes influence

2

To formalize the quality index of bridge

O

vector ( τ ) at this point; a scalar value
“charge” associated with the given source.

XO we need to
qT , q1 , q 2 , q3 ,

on such object by force
following equation:

f

acting at

f = h O dQ
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X

(11)

and defined by the

where

XO

d

is defined by formula 6;

Q

is the quality of bridge

defined by formula 10.

Thus, point O “attracts” point X , if the bridge XO is
probably topologically correct and “repulses” it otherwise. The
attraction force is proportional to the quality of this bridge.
Definition 8. Let’s define the tension of field
O

τ

O

H

created by a

X ) as an
Η , whose result of action on a unit vector ( n ) at this

given source { O ,

n

,

,

h

O

f ( n) = Η n

is a function of one scalar and four vector
O

O

Η = Η (O, n ,τ , h O , X ) .

arguments:

This

operator

should provide the property of superposition of field H .
Therefore, for this operator for any space point X , any unit
vector n , and any value of “charge”
would be true:

hO

the following equations

Η1 + Η 2 = Η 2 + Η1

(Η 1 + Η 2 ) + Η 3 = Η 1 + (Η 2 + Η 3 )

O

k

O

O

is a constant.

Field H providing fulfillment of these conditions is a tensor
field. The tension of this field created by the given elementary
O

O

source { O , n , τ , h } at the given point
represented by the following matrix:
O

O

O

Η (O, n ,τ , h O , X ) = h O ΑΒ

X

is

(12)

where

 d x s xXO

Α = g d y s xXO
 d z s xXO

where

d

d y s yXO
d z s yXO

is defined by formula 6,

with formula 1,

d x, y,z , s

corresponding vectors;

d x s zXO 

d y s zXO 
d z s zXO 

d x s yXO

XO
x, y,z

s

where δ
otherwise.

XO

=0

if segment

XO

crosses

(13)

XO

is defined in accordance

are the components of the

g = q12 (1 + k i q 4 ) ;

Force lines of defined above field

Α

and

δ XO = 1

H

are defined only

concerning some function n = n( X ) that associates a normal
vector with each space point. During tracking a force line this
function should be defined at each point of the iterative process.
Let’s take into account that at each of these points the plane
allowed for the normal vector is known. For the origin point of
the force line (it is a point on the boundary of the base island) it is
the plane that is perpendicular to the tangent vector at the point.
For each of others points it is the plane that is perpendicular to the
tangent line to the force line at this point. Let’s define, that at a
given point of the iterative process the normal vector is the
solution of the following system:

| Η n |= max

 | n |= 1
 nτ = 0


Η (O, n ,τ , kh O , X ) = kΗ (O, n ,τ , h O , X )
where

(15)

f = δ XO h O dQ

for the origin point:

Η 1 n + Η 2 n = (Η 1 + Η 2 ) n
O

1 − d y2
− dzd y

4.3 Determination of the normal vectors

Let’s also define the length of the force vector as the scalar value
of the tension.

Η

(14)

− d xd z 

− d ydz 
1 − d z2 

− dxd y

In addition let’s note that to increase robustness of the method,
formula 11 can be supplemented by the following condition of
shielding:

} at a given point (

operator
point is the force acting at the point:

Like that, operator

 1 − d x2

Β = − d y d x
− d z d x


for each of other points:
(16a)

| Η n |= max

 | n |= 1
 np = 0


(16b)

where τ is the tangent vector at the point; p is the vector that is
tangent to the trajectory of the force line at the given point.

5. RESULTS
The theoretical concepts described above have been verified by
an experimental implementation. In this implementation as a
“darning” method (introduced in definition 2) the simplest method
has been chosen. We just calculate the point of the geometrical
center of the boundary of a considered hole, and then we make a
“triangle fan” inside the hole using the obtained central point. The
choice of the given “darning” method means that for reduction an
ICADM of class ICM3 (or ICM2) to an ICADM of class ICM1
we need to construct the greatest number of bridges in comparison
with other more robust “darning” methods (like projection-based,
spline-based, etc). This fact allows interpreting the obtained cost
indices as the worst case for tested ICADMs.
The created implementation has been applied to repairing several
ICADMs. The testing has been made for each of the two
following modes of work of the algorithm: “light” mode (let’s
denote it M 1 ) and “full” mode (let’s denote it M 2 ). The
“light” mode doesn’t use the shielding condition (defined by
formula 15) and doesn’t take into account the influence of free
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points on the length of a bridge (introduced in subsubsection
4.1.5).
Here the results for four tested ICADMs are adduced. The visual
results are shown in the figures 7, 8, 9, and 10. For each one the
figure with letter “a” shows the input ICADM, the figure with
letter “b” shows the finally obtained CAD-model.
In figure 8 along with examples of successful application of the
method to reconstruct surface inside complex holes a remaining
defect is marked by circle. Note, that incompleteness of the given
ICADM in the corresponding region doesn’t allow considering
this region as one having a practical value.
In figure 11 fragments of the total sets of bridges created for the
given ICADMs are shown. In this figure one can see that force
lines of the field in general have behavior that is similar to
behavior of spline curves.
In figure 12 an example (a fragment of model “Woman-1”) of
influence of the factor of interpolation ( k i ) introduced in
subsubsection 4.1.8 is shown.
The numerical results of the tests are shown in table 1. In this
table the following denotations are used:
number of boundary points;

N bdg

N bnd

is the total

is the total number of iterative

points of constructed bridges; for each processing mode the
corresponding time (denoted by t ) of the reconstruction is
adduced; for processing in mode M 1 there is an additional
information field (denoted by “Art.”) about appearing any
artifacts in comparison with the result of processing in mode
M 2 . These artifacts for the ICADMs „Bunny-2“ and „Bunny3“ are shown in the figures 13 and 14 respectively.
These results have been obtained on a PC with a 500MHz
Pentium-3 CPU.
ICADM

Class

N bnd

N bdg

M1
t ,s

Art.

M2
t ,s

„Bunny-1“

ICM2

2424

749

11

No

30

„Bunny-2“

ICM2

2319

3615

16

Yes

66

„Woman-1“

ICM2

1526

7938

34

No

283

„Bunny-3“

ICM3

3272

4150

48

Yes

185

Table 1
In general, cost of the algorithm mainly depends on properties of
input topology of boundaries and distribution of free points.
Therefore behavior of the cost can’t be expressed by a simple
“cost equation”. Very roughly the cost can be estimated by the
following expression:

C ~ kR

α +1

L(

SΑ
S smp

)

β

(17)

where R is the typical remoteness of a boundary from neighbor
boundaries;
total area of

L

is the total length of the boundaries;

Α ; S smp

SΑ

is the

is the typical area of a simple hole;

α ∈ [1,3]

but in practice

α

doesn’t essentially differ from 1,

the part “ + 1 ” expresses cost of calculation of the shielding
factor

δ

defined by formula 15;

on the topology;

k

1
2

β ∈ [0, ]

with dependence

is a constant.

A comparison with the warping-based methods (mentioned in
section 2) has been made analytically, because the cost of solution
of the used type of differential equations is known and
information about the number of iterations is adduced in the
corresponding works. The following two cases of the modeling
have been considered: relatively simple topology, when only local
modeling of the membrane (mesh) in regions corresponding to

Α is required; complicated case, when to obtain a proper result
the modeling entire membrane is needed. The proposed method
shows convincing theoretical advantage over the warping in the
first case while working in mode M 1 and in the second case
while working in mode M 2 .
6. CONCLUSION
Thus, the presented method substantially meets the requirements
formulated in section 2. As its disadvantages high cost and
sensitivity to precision of floating point operations can be
mentioned. At the same time the described method has very good
capabilities for parallelization, owing to the fact that the processes
of determination of the field tension at points are absolutely
independent. And the processes of determination of contributions
of considered field sources to the total field tension at a given
point are independent as well.
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Figure 7: “Bunny-1” (processed in mode M 1 )
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Figure 8: “Bunny-2” (processed in mode M 2 )
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Figure 9: “Woman-1” (processed in mode
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Figure 10: “Bunny-3” (processed in mode M 2 )
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Figure 11: fragments of the sets of created bridges
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